
Incomedia Announces WebAnimator.    New software that allows
you to easily create web animations without the need for Flash!
Incomedia, a company with over 15 years’ experience in the development of software for website creation, has announced the
launch of WebAnimator. With WebAnimator you can simply create fantastic animations to add to your websites and online stores,
without using Flash. You don’t need to learn to use HTML code and you don’t need to be an experienced animator.

When you work with WebAnimator, you see everything as you create it. WebAnimator has an intuitive interface and all the necessary tools
included for the quick and easy design, development and management of your animations. WebAnimator offers a whole series of tools,
including timelines and key frames, which can be added to your stage with a simple Drag & Drop. Templates, Special Effects and Live
Animation are ready to use.

WebAnimator creates animation without using Flash. Instead, it uses more modern technologies, such as HTML5, CSS and JavaScript. This
means you can be certain that your animations will be correctly displayed on all the main browsers, as well as smartphones and tablets
(including iPhone® and iPad®).

“We are very excited to expand the range of our products and to offer a software like WebAnimator that fits in perfectly with our philosophy of
simplifying tasks that would otherwise be complex, with software that is affordable” - says Federico Ranfagni, CEO of Incomedia. He went on:
"With WebAnimator anyone can create banners, slideshows, buttons, or any other animation to be included in their web pages. That's why
WebAnimator complements so perfectly WebSite X5®, our flagship software dedicated to the creation of websites, blogs and online stores."

 WebAnimator is available in two editions: WebAnimator and WebAnimator Plus. The Plus edition includes advanced features that will satisfy
the needs of even the most experienced users: you can use the built-in JavaScript editor and a rich set of APIs to intervene directly on the
object code and so create even more complex animations.

Main Features WebAnimator:

•             Create web animations in HTML5

•             Includes ready-to-use templates,

•             Templates can be customised

•             Use scenes, timelines and key frames

•             Timing features

•             Compatible with all the main browsers and operating systems

Additional features in WebAnimator Plus:

•             Special effects galleries to apply to the objects

•             Integrate video and audio files

•             JavaScript editor and API integration

•             Compatible with all the main browsers and all operating systems.

Pricing & Availability:

 WebAnimator and WebAnimator Plus are now available in Italian, English and German.

 WebAnimator is available at £49.99 inc VAT

 WebAnimator Plus is available at £69.99 inc VAT

For more information, please visit: http://www.webanimator.com/en/

A 14 day trial of WebAnimator is available at: http://www.webanimator.com/download/setup_webanimator.exe

About Incomedia:

Incomedia (incomedia.eu/en/), founded in 1998, is a leading independent developer and publisher of multimedia software for the PC.

Incomedia’s flagship product WebSite X5®, currently sold in over 40 countries through a well-established network of International distributors,
resellers and retailers, was developed with the aim of bringing high-end website creation software at affordable prices to home, business and
education users. The software is designed specifically for users who want to publish high-quality websites and online shops, with a
professional look and feel in just 5 simple steps. 
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